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A multi-period model of interruptible electric power service that includes early
notification may be described as a stochastic control problem: whom to notify
when. When customer interruption losses are multiplicative or submodular, an
optimal priority ordering exists, allowing for a simple notification policy.

1. INTRODUCTION

When an interruption of electric power occurs, different customers and end uses
may incur different losses. However, no customer prefers a longer interruption
to a shorter one, and no customer prefers a sudden, unexpected interruption to
an interruption with some advance notification. Each customer may be char-
acterized by (i) its loss if interrupted suddenly and unexpectedly and (ii) its ben-
efit from advance notification of an impending interruption.
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A two-period model was described by Strauss and Oren [1]. A more gen-
eral, multi-period model is described here. Time zero is the moment when the
electric utility first declares an impending power system shortfall. Time Tis the
instant a power system shortfall commences. The magnitude of the power sys-
tem shortfall is not known with certainty until time Tbut is known with increas-
ing accuracy as time T approaches.

A customer may be notified at any time /, up to and including T. A cus-
tomer "notified" at time 7* is interrupted with no advance notification. T— tis
the notification time—amount of advance notice—received by a customer noti-
fied at time /. For example, 7" is noontime on a midweek day in the summer,
and / = 0 is 4 P.M. of the previous afternoon, when the electric utility first
declares an impending shortfall situation.

Once notified at time / of an impending interruption at time T, a customer
takes some immediate and irrevocable action at time t to mitigate the interrup-
tion loss. Thus, a customer receiving early notification at time t incurs its inter-
ruption loss less an early notification benefit resulting from its irremediable
actions at time t. This net loss is herein referred to as a customer's notification
cost at time /. We assume that a notified customer has no marginal benefit of
receiving power once that customer takes irrevocable mitigating action; hence,
it is socially efficient to interrupt such a customer. In other words, notifications
lead irreversibly to interruptions.

The interruption loss suffered by a customer interrupted without advance
notification is referred to as that customer's base cost. Customers are indexed
by their base cost: with //customers, customer 1 has the smallest base cost, Cj,
while customer N has the largest base cost, cN. The interruption loss suffered
by customer / when notified at time t—customer i's notification cost at time t—
is denoted as w,(/). Hence, W/(T) equals c,. Because advance notification of
an impending interruption reduces customer losses, ve,(/) is nondecreasing in /.

At each moment, for each unnotified customer, the electric utility must
choose between issuing a notification and simply waiting. For purposes of the
electric utility's notification policy, the system state need only identify the set
of unnotified customers at time t (0 < t < T). However, for monitoring and
billing purposes, the system state indicates which customers were notified when.
The system state at time t includes the N-vector x(r). one element for each cus-
tomer, each element with the value infinity (oo) or a value from [0, t]. Infinity
indicates that the customer has not been notified by time t. For example, suppose
customer 3 was notified at time 5; then, x3(t) = oo for / < 5 and x3(t) = 5
for / > 5.

Because customers are indexed by their base costs, element X\ {t) indicates
whether or not the customer with the smallest base cost has been notified by
time t and, if so, when; xN(t) indicates the same for the customer with the larg-
est base cost. Xj(T) indicates whether or not customer / receives power during
the shortfall. The interruption loss suffered by customer / is zero if X/(T) = oo
and Wj(xi(T)) if xt(T) < oo.
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The goal is to minimize expected total customer interruption cost, where the
total number of customers to be interrupted is a random variable equal to the
magnitude of the power system shortfall. Because the number of customers who
must be notified is better known when the shortfall is imminent, delaying noti-
fications leads to better allocation of interruptions. However, delaying notifi-
cations reduces the notification time of those customers that will be interrupted,
thereby increasing their realized interruption costs. A fundamental tradeoff
exists between knowledgeable allocation and interruption cost.

Deciding whom to notify when is the allocation problem faced by the
electric utility. In its most general form, this is a cumbersome stochastic control
problem. Nevertheless, with some additional structure, simple decision policies
emerge.

A priority ordering is a ranked list of customers, wherein customer / + 1
would never be notified before customer /. An optimal priority ordering is a pri-
ority ordering that may be used by a utility planner to minimize expected total
interruption cost.

In general, no optimal priority ordering exists. The lack of an optimal pri-
ority ordering complicates characterization of the optimal notification policy.
If an optimal priority ordering existed, whom to notify when would be reduced
to how much to notify when.

While an optimal priority ordering does not exist in general, two situations
when an optimal priority ordering exists are described in the following sections.
One situation is when notification costs are multiplicative; the other is when
notification costs are submodular. In each case it is optimal to order custom-
ers by base cost such that c, < c,-+I. Using the notation developed earlier, if
Eq. (1) holds for a priority ordering, then that priority ordering is an optimal
one when notification costs are either multiplicative or submodular:

(1)

2. MULTIPLICATIVE NOTIFICATION COSTS

Let notification costs have a multiplicative structure, that is, w(c, t) = h(t)c.
The function h is the early notification benefit function. For example, when
h{t) is 7 ( r~", 0 < 7 < 1, notification costs increase geometrically as notifica-
tion time decreases, y, the ratio of notification costs at times / and t + 1, may
be interpreted as the early notification benefit factor, akin to an interest rate.

The argument for Eq. (1) is as follows. Let there be some / and j such that
c, < Cj and at time t neither / nor j have been notified yet. Consider a policy (P
that calls for notifying j but not / at time t. Let ir be the probability, under (P,
that / will ever be notified; conditional on the event that / is notified, let r denote
the time of notification. The expected notification costs of / and./ under (P are
h{t)cj + TE{HT))C,.

Consider now the policy (?' that differs from (P in only one way: the roles
of customers / and./ are interchanged. The expected notification costs of / and
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j under S" are h(t)q + 7r£(/i(r))c,-. Either the expected cost of <?' is less than
the expected cost of (P or Eq. (2) is true:

) . (2)

If Eq. (2) is true, then the policy <P" has an expected cost no greater than the
expected cost of (P, where (P" is the same as (P except that both i andy are noti-
fied at time t.

In either case there is a policy at least as good as (P that does not violate the
priority ordering indicated by Eq. (1). Hence, if there is some optimal policy,
then there is some optimal policy that notifies customers in order of increasing
base costs.

3. SUBMODULAR NOTIFICATION COSTS

Suppose customer notification costs are submodular, that is,

w(cht) + W(CJ,T) < w(chr) + w(cj,t), i<j,t<T. (3)

Submodularity in this context of minimizing customer interruption loss serves
as a structural condition analogous to supermodularity in the standard pricing
context [2].

Because w is nondecreasing in t, submodularity implies that a customer with
higher base cost always has higher notification cost:

c, < Cj =» w(ch t) < w(Cj,t), 0<t<T. (4)

As in the argument for multiplicative notification costs, suppose there is
some / and j such that c, < c} and at time / neither i nor j have been notified
yet. Let policies (P and <P' and probability -K be as earlier. If the expected cost
of (P is less than the expected cost of (?', then Eq. (5) is true:

w(cj,t) + TrE(w(chT)) < w(cht) + TTE{W(CJ,T)). (5)

Rearranging terms and bounding ir by one yields Eq. (6):

w(Cj,t) - w(c,,t) <E(W(CJ,T) - w(ci!T)). (6)

However, Eq. (6) contradicts Eq. (3), the submodular property of w.
Hence, notifying j before / never has smaller expected cost than notifying i
before j . Thus, notifying customers in order of increasing base costs is an opti-
mal priority ordering.
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